In 1817, the British government reacted to the rise of popular agitation for parliamentary reform by passing the Suspension of Habeas Corpus Act and arresting the leaders of the new working-class radical societies. The imprisonment of these men was a severe blow to the democratic movement. Despite the recent revival of scholarly interest in early nineteenth-century popular politics, historians have treated the events of 1817 as a brief interlude before the better-known Peterloo Massacre of 1819. This article argues that the development of the post-war democratic movement cannot be understood without examining the impact of the imprisonments on the radical leaders and their families. It analyses a previously un-studied series of letters confiscated from the radical prisoners and kept in the Home Office files. The correspondence demonstrates the essential role of letter-writing within radical culture, and how radical thought and self-expression was mediated through the pressures of both government surveillance and financial difficulty. This article secondly offers new evidence about the gender politics of radicalism in this period. It shows how women's experience of separation from their husbands, and male attitudes towards their role in 1817-18 crucially shaped the emergence of female radicalism in public for the first time in 1819.
History: The Journal of the Historical Association Scotland. 5 Historical geographers have also re-interpreted the forms and meanings of popular protest, notably Carl Griffin in his work on rural agitation and the Captain Swing riots of the early 1830s. 6 The imprisonment of the radical leaders by contrast has received limited attention by historians, and is often regarded as a brief interlude of inactivity before the will make the Nobs [the authorities] cut a pretty figure'. 20 The censorship involved a financial as well as emotional blow, as Ogden noted to his wife that he could not write often as the letters cost a shilling and ten pence each to send. It was only when the position of the state prisoners was clarified after a couple of months that correspondence was allowed to flow.
There are only a few letters existing in the Home Office papers for summer and autumn.
Even so, the correspondence was monitored and usually had to be sent through the Home
Office rather than directly. By winter, Benbow was informed 'that no more correspondence could be franked for state prisoners' as the gaoler hardened his treatment of the radicals. 21 The Manchester radicals were the most active writers, reflecting how the heartland of the cotton industry had also become the centre of the popular democratic movement during the end of the Napoleonic wars. Benbow was an eighteen year-old apprentice turner and firey orator; Bamford was a more moderate handloom weaver aged twenty-nine. But others were radical 'veterans', including Ogden, a seventy-four year old printer, and John Knight, a small cotton manufacturer aged fifty-four. 22 Indeed, the most revealing correspondence comes from Knight and his wife Elizabeth. Knight was arrested on 2 April 1817, but had previously been imprisoned for high treason for two years from 1794 for involvement in the first working- Roberts and Charlotte Johnston. In her study of Victorian female prisoners, Rosalind Crone found that literacy was similarly varied, although historians of female education have indicated that working-class girls had more opportunities to schooling than previously thought. The state prisoners and their wives, coming mainly from artisanal and small trading ranks and a selective group who prized auto-didacticism, came at a high point of workingclass access to more effective forms of learning that then fell into decline in the next couple of decades as mass industrialisation took hold in England. 32 Catherine Hall however claimed that women had much less opportunity to be educated, based on the impression given by Samuel Bamford's account of his attendance at self-improvement societies and Hampden club reading sessions, which were exclusively male. The experience of women, who were excluded from such groups and spent their non-working time looking after their family, indicated 'it was hard for women in these circumstances to have the same kind of commitment to intellectual inquiry'. 33 Although these factors undoubtedly were true, the letters in the Home Office collection -even from the more phonetic spellers -indicate that the female radicals had an adequate or good grasp of written self-expression and knowledge.
Historians now recognise the wide range of both public and private writing practices and genres used by the working classes. Studies of Romanticism focus on the outpouring of published gallows literature, ballads and autobiographies by known writers in this period. 34 The poor were also well versed in written forms of appeal to the authorities through the from your letters being kept secret they always exerts interest and curiosity enough throughout the whole kinds of your acquaintance to make them public enough all are anxious to hear from you and none are forbidden access. 40 The Sheffield radicals relied on the act of reading his letters among them to sustain them in his absence, using a practice that was familiar to the tight-knit small workshops of the metal industry. 41 The wives also regarded sharing the correspondence as essential to gain both emotional and financial support among radical networks. 
Radical masculinities
The impact of indefinite imprisonment upon the family and household economy was another key theme of the correspondence. The letters indicate the importance that the male radicals placed on their position as heads of household, and how they amalgamated their roles of provider and father. All the prisoners wrote profusely about financial worries. Francis Ward wrote to the Home Secretary from Oxford Castle in July 1817, requesting that he be permitted to send and receive letters from his wife, 'for when I was taken I was brought from my home withoute being permitted to make the leest arrangement for my Wife and familey and my Labiour was the olny meens they had for support'. 45 He was a Nottingham lacemaker, aged twenty-eight, with four children and a dependent mother aged ninety. 46 He wrote again more desperately on 1 August: 'when I was taken from my home I had a respectable business that imployed nine frames but the last account I received from Wife informes me that she as not recev'd any work since I was taken'. He paid nearly twenty have now nowere to Put there heads only under the Roof of Charity'. 50 Though the wives and children contributed to the family economy in various ways, the men were keen to demonstrate how they were the main breadwinners, whose loss was financially devastating.
The radicals regarded their position within the family as integral to their sense of respectability and, ultimately, their fitness to be involved in political activity and campaign for the vote. The portrayal of labouring men as responsible and bread-winning husbands and fathers was a crucial theme in pamphlets and petitions to parliament in order to justify their right to representation. 51 Intention that they should suffer more than their unhappy father which is the case, now they are deprived of our assistance.
Mitchell indicated here that although his wife was an economic contributor to the family, his role and identity as a father was one of provider. Pleas of financial distress were directed towards the family as well as the authorities.
As Elizabeth Foyster noted in relation to debtors' petitions, prisoners lamented their own financial situation both to appeal to the mercy of the justice system but also as 'a powerful mechanism' to remind family members of their obligations to their imprisoned relatives. 61 The language of distress in terms of feeling was rooted in concepts of sensibility, which, as
Bailey argued transcended its eighteenth-century middle-class origins to be used widely by the early nineteenth-century working classes. 62 As soon as he got to Coldbath Fields, Bamford requested Jemima to send him clothing, 'as I wish to be decent', a term that Peter
Jones found was a key rhetorical strategy in pauper letters. But it also reflected the radicals' concern to appear respectable at all times, as Bamford later testified about the 'Sunday best'
worn by the working classes to Peterloo. 63 The wives appealed reciprocally to their husbands for relief, emphasising their husband's role as economic provider for the family. Elizabeth
Mitchell wrote in desperation to her husband John in July:
If you was to see the Clamring around me when sharing thare scanty meal and hear the Cry for more and when I have not any to give them it whould make your heart bleed and your Eyes start … when I think of the Cold winter which is approaching by strict Industry and the blessing of God'. 65 The next section suggests that this experience of separation and survival shaped the women's entry into the political public sphere after their husbands' release.
Radical women
Whereas the men portrayed themselves as heads of households and therefore of political Unlike the other women, who appear to have bowed at least in writing to the political views of their husbands or said nothing, Elizabeth Knight clearly was prepared to express her own political mind. She did not always agree with her husband, who spent his isolation in prison drawing up political schemes and ideas for pamphlets. On 9 July, she complained, 'Your new plan of taxation must be absurd you know well enough we have taxes enough and too many; we want a new plan for the lessening of taxes -this only can do us any good at Manchester'. 70 On 28 December, she again commented on the 'taxation scheme' that he had been formulating during his imprisonment, and advised him to avoid another arrest warrant:
On this subject however I should like to forward a hint -It is not to be doubted but your compositions will be examined on your leaving prison, and as some cautiousness will probably be exercised on the occasion, it will be proper to attend to the expression of your thoughts on any subject that you may write upon; otherwise, both you and your friends may be painfully disappointed.
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Again perhaps Elizabeth was so forthright -seemingly disregarding any risk posed by the Home Secretary reading these political pronouncements -because she and John had been through the same experience before five years previously. As committed radical veterans, they were less anxious about expressing political views in letters than those going through the uncertainty of imprisonment and separation for the first time in 1817.
A crucial activity that the wives performed during their husbands' incarceration was petitioning Lord Sidmouth and the Prince Regent. This was the only legal constitutional outlet of protest available to them, and provided an important precedent and training for their 
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Yet Michael Bush also points out how the women's beliefs about male passivity were first expressed before the arrests, in anonymous broadsides issued after the failure of the Blanketeers' march on 10 March 1817. One broadside used the figure of Britannia to encourage the women to 'play the Man' to rouse the men 'from their stupid apathy'. 75 Bush does not place this evidence within the context of the imprisonments but it is clear from the prison correspondence that both this attitude about the men and the female conviction about their own agency had been strengthened by their experience in 1817-18. Despite the public rhetoric of their supportive role, similar sentiments were nevertheless expressed by individual female radical leaders at meetings before and after Peterloo. 76 Women suddenly formed their own radical societies in the early summer of 1819 because they were dissatisfied with their menfolk 'for their weakness in promoting political reform', coupled with 'the conviction that women had a great deal to offer in strengthening the male resolve to succeed'. 77 The Home
Office papers also contain a pamphlet published in northern England. Bamford appeared torn, therefore, about the implications of this female independence: he knew Jemima was a 'heroine', but the women's actions did not fit the roles that the men had set beforehand for them to fill on the mass platform. Hence the other men at the Saddleworth meeting laughed at the sight of the women raising their hands to vote, regarding the action as a parody of the theatre of 'playing at parliament' that male radicals were enacting themselves. 80 The patriarchal portrayal of the women's entry into popular political life as comedic diminished its seriousness. John Bagguley, imprisoned again in June 1819, issued an 'address to the female reformers of Stockport' in which he advised that their main role was to be 'rational companions to their husbands', educating their children and soothing the heart 'in the day of trouble and the hour of anguish' (mirroring Bamford's conception of Jemima as a 'heroine' suffering at home rather than leading a political society). 81 He was still only twenty years old and unmarried, and his traditionalist attitudes had thus not been challenged by the bolder retorts that Bamford and Knight faced from their wives.
The gendering of family roles and their relationship to politics was complex and contradictory. The Blackburn Female Reformers' society published a public address about their intentions in June 1819, which politicised their domestic role, lamenting 'the feelings of a mother, when she beholds her naked children and hears their inoffensive cries of hunger and approaching death'. 82 Helen Rogers notes the 'conflation of melodrama and realism' in their language, but they also drew from the combination of rhetorical selectivity and genuine distress that the radical wives had used in 1817. The female reformers were making a deliberate choice to play up submissiveness in their rhetoric. The Blackburn reformers in particular were widely criticised in newspapers and caricatures for their boldness and consequent unfemininity in speaking out on the mass platform, so emphasis on domesticity attempted to counteract these impressions. We should be aware of the constraints and caveats and indeed silences posed by the sources as written records of emotions and beliefs, and the difficulties of interpreting the selfrepresentation of the women in such sources. Though both male and female radicals expressed deep personal emotion in their correspondence, the letters were also public and performative in the knowledge that they would be read by the authorities. As Rogers argues, 'while women constructed themselves as authoritative figures through their own radical narratives, their ability to enact the historic roles they imagined for themselves was constrained by material and ideological obstacles', not just the lack of financial and societal resources that hindered the men, but also their own menfolk's attitudes towards their capabilities and beliefs. 84 The women were expected to be domestic 'heroines', but the tribulations of 1817 had shaped their own conceptions of radical action in public could entail.
Women like Elizabeth Knight and Elizabeth Mitchell presented themselves as increasingly
bold in their politics in 1817, much more than in the addresses and speeches they produced on the 'mass platform' in 1819, in which they retreated back to the expected tropes of deference. 
